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ABSTRACT

Bone, the organic material which skeletons are comprised of, allows all species of
vertebrates to support themselves against the forces of gravity, engage in locomotion, protect soft internal organs, and a wide variety of other functions depending on the species.
The organ is composed of three cell types which work in harmony to continually renew
and repair the bone tissue over a lifespan. When the metabolic process of bone remodeling is disturbed, the imbalance leads the organ to create or remove bone incorrectly. Currently it is believed that exercise, technically termed as mechanical loading, also plays a
key role in the process of bone remodeling. While the detailed mechanics of exactly how
this takes place are still unclear, numerous studies have shown that bone tissue is resorbed
when loading is reduced, leading to structural instability and ultimately fracture. The aim
of this thesis is to investigate a small portion of the mechano-regulated bone remodeling
process at the cellular level and place it into a larger context of the organ.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Thesis Motivation

Bone is an elegant organ that rejuvenates its tissue through the careful process
of formation and resorption, known as bone remodeling. A primary motivator in this
process is the mechanical environment to which the bone is subjected. Mechanical loads
placed on bone force the organ to adapt its structure accordingly so that it can withstand
the regularly applied daily loads [81]. It is when this remodeling process goes awry that
serious metabolic diseases gain traction and bone becomes fragile.
This fragility leads to an increased risk of fracture in the skeleton which can give
rise to a great deal of both temporary and chronic conditions. On the shorter side of the
spectrum would be any type of minor bone fracture, while permanent conditions include
partial or full paralysis resulting from a serious spinal fracture. Both conditions require
medical attention and thus cost a great deal. As of 2005, fractures relating to the metabolic
disease osteoporosis, accounted for an estimated 17 billion dollars in health care costs in
the United States alone [16]. Furthermore, a study in 1998 approximated that the United
States spends close to 10 billion dollars annually on spinal cord injury-related costs [8].
Previous studies have shown that as the mechanical stimuli applied to bone is decreased, the organ adapts its structure accordingly through resorption, leading to bone
mass loss [43, 70]. Conversely, as mechanical stimuli increases, bone formation occurs
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and mass is added to its structure [9, 27, 28, 60]. When patients become bedridden for
extended periods of time, the reduction in mechanical stimuli causes the bone to lose
mass and becomes structurally less stable, eventually increasing the risk of fracture. Understanding how bone interprets and translates mechanical cues into molecular signals,
ultimately leading to the remodeling of its structure, has the potential to facilitate development of new treatments that reduce bone loss for bedridden patients.
Osteocytes compose the majority 90 – 95 percent of bone cells and reside deep
within the bone structure [25]. Currently many scientists believe that osteocytes are capable of sensing mechanical signals and orchestrating function in osteoblasts and osteoclasts
which are cells responsible for bone formation and resorption, respectively [12, 41]. The
embedded nature and sheer number of osteocytes make them ideally positioned to create
an intricate network. This network extends through dendritic processes from osteocytes
to the surface osteoblasts, to the bone marrow, and to neighboring fellow osteocytes [33].
The high level of connectivity in this network strongly supports the hypothesis that osteocytes are important and coordinate formation and resorption through orchestration of the
osteoblasts and osteoclasts.
While it is becoming abundantly clear that osteocytes possess many secrets concerning the nature of bone, they are the most difficult to investigate due to their deeply
embedded location within the bone matrix. Yet significant strides have been made with
the isolation of these cells since 1985 when Kesavan et al. [36] used PCR techniques to
investigate gene expression in osteocytes and related it to mechanical stimuli in the tibia
bone. However most recent experiments have only been able to relate mechanical stimuli
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with osteocytic gene expression in large numbers of cells [77]. This prevents the investigation of how these cells operate spatially with respect to one another and also with
respect to the bone architecture as a whole.
This work aims to examine small subpopulations of osteocytes and relate their local gene expression to their corresponding local mechanical environment. By analyzing
small clusters of osteocytes, we hope to gain insight into the local mechanosensing capacity of the osteocyte. This data could then later be used as a foundation for a multi-scale
computational model of the bone remodeling process, spanning from local gene expression to global structural changes of the entire organ. An expansive simulation such as this
could provide new approaches to artificially regulate the bone remodeling process within
the skeleton.
1.2

Specific Aims

The main goal of this thesis was to take novel experimental data obtained from an
animal study and develop computational tools to perform a meaningful quantitative analysis. These tools could then later be used to analyze future experimental data in addition
to providing new insights with respect to the acquired data at hand. This thesis includes
three specific aims:

Aim 1: Develop a computational tool to locate and define specific volumes of interest
within trabecular bone and to extract a quantitative measure of the local mechanical environment.
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Aim 2: Use statistical methods to identify connections between the local mechanical environment and the corresponding gene expression.

Aim 3: Investigate remodeling activity in local regions dynamically and identify trends
in formation and resorption.
1.3

Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 presents a background of bone; from the pioneers before the turn of
the twentieth century to current hypotheses surrounding the inner cellular and molecular
mechanisms of bone. The majority bone cell type, osteocytes, are discussed in detail and
included are ideas of how these cells can sense their mechanical environment and respond
accordingly.
Chapter 3 describes the development and application of several computational
tools for the purpose of quantifying and analyzing local regions of bone. First, an algorithm was created to translate a manually contoured region from a 2D image slice to the
corresponding 3D volume in a micro-CT scan. This created a plane within the 3D image
that could be extruded with specific boundaries to create a unique local volume that when
coupled with our micro-FE model, provided quantitative strain energy density (SED) data
for each specific local volume. A second tool was created to calculate the maximum and
mean SED values within each region, the SED gradient within each region, and a way to
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correlate those SED values with corresponding gene expression data for each region. Finally by overlaying micro-CT images from separate time points to reveal local remodeling
patterns, trends within specific regions were identified and presented.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed analysis of the tools developed and applied in this
thesis. This includes a discussion of the primary findings, apparent limitations, future
directions, and implications of this work to the research field.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1

Pioneers of Bone

Bone as an organ, while first mentioned scientifically by Galileo in the seventeenth century, has only been an active scientific pursuit for approximately the last 125
years. The topic of bone is unique in that it must be examined from both biological and
mechanical perspectives to uncover the intricate mechanisms hidden within. Bone, as an
organ, responds to its mechanical environment and adapts its structure accordingly. As
external forces increase, the organ adapts by adding mass to its structure thus accommodating additional loads. Conversely, as external forces applied to the skeleton decrease,
the organ removes mass from its structure. Julius Wolff first discovered this intriguing
connection in 1892 and stated in his seminal publication Das Gesetz der Transformation
der Knochen that bone dynamically adapts its structure as a consequence of mechanical
loading [81]. His work ignited the curiosity of scientists, both biological and mechanical,
which propels the field of bone research today. Yet while Wolff established that the form
and function of bone are inseparable, an explanation as to why would not be apparent
until several decades and biological discoveries later.
To gain a deeper insight as to why the tissue of this peculiar organ is so sensitive to
its mechanical surroundings, it is necessary to “zoom in” to the cellular scale. Osteoblasts
and osteoclasts compose the minority population of bone cells and are credited with bone
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formation and bone resorption, respectively. Osteocytes, which inhabit individual enclaves known as lacunae, make up the remaining 95 percent of bone cells [47]. These
lacunae are networked together by tiny dendrites that travel through tiny canals in the
adult skeleton called canaliculi which connect lacunae to each other and to the bone’s surface thus establishing an additional connection with the bone marrow. Fluid continuously
flows along these dendritic connections through canaliculi transporting molecular traffic
between osteocytes, bone marrow, and blood supplies [49]. Osteocytes were thought for
many years to be passive cells that lack a functional purpose; yet this assumption seems
absurd given the intricacy of the canalicular network.
The osteocyte was first hypothesized as a functional cell in 1910 by the German
pathologist Friedrich Daniel Von Recklinghausen, hailing from Gütersloh, Westphalia.
He asserts that osteocytes, “Knochenkörperchen” or little bodies inside the bone as he
calls them, remove perilacunar bone, “Gitterstruktur”, and actively remodel their matrix
[75].
Yet this osteocyte remodeling (more specifically speaking, non-osteoclastic resorption) was not truly observed until a study by Bélanger et al. showed that this mechanism occurs in canines via lacunar enlargement and termed the phenomenon as “osteocytic osteolysis” [5]. Five years later in 1969, Bélanger published a landmark review in
defense of the functionality of osteocytes in which he states, “It would thus seem that even
if only 1/5 of the lacunae and the canaliculi (cancellous bone) are undergoing at any one
time osteocytic resorption, the surface area involved would appear sufficient to produce
signifcant general metabolic effects.” [4]. While the theory of osteocytic osteolysis has
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recieved several rebuttals over the years, recent studies have been published in support
of this osteocyte function [10, 23, 38, 53], and today many investigators subscribe to this
philosophy.
Bélanger’s work detailing the resorptive ability of osteocytes through lacunae enlargement sparked intrigue about whether osteocytes are also capable of performing the
inverse as well: shrinking the lacunae to form bone, termed as osteocytic ossification.
Baylink et al. explored this notion, confirmed its veracity, and quantitatively compared
bone formed by osteocytes with bone formed by osteoblasts [3]. By the 1970s osteocytes
had emerged as substantially more interesting cells than previously considered; however,
significant barriers still surrounded the investigation of these cells. The primary obstacle
being that osteocytes are deeply embedded within the bone matrix and are not easy to
obtain. It was not until the early 1990s that a methodology was devised to isolate and
purify osteocytes, finally allowing the majority bone cell population to be analyzed in
detail [73]. Shortly after the first osteocytes were isolated, Tanaka et al. published a study
using 16mm time-lapsed microcinematography to visually investigate intercellular connections in the osteocyte network and the connection between osteoctyes and osteoblasts
for the first time [69]. Only since then has it truly become possible to examine the osteocyte and hypothesize about this complex cellular network operating deep within the bone
matrix.
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2.2

Mechanosensation

Perhaps even more interesting than the osteocyte’s ability to alter the size of its
lacunae is the cell’s proposed role as an orchestrator of large-scale tissue formation and
resorption by osteoblasts and osteoclasts through sensing a mechanical signal and translating it into molecular signals and ultimately cellular activity [41]. While definitive evidence of this role remains to be seen, an increasing number of studies have indicated this
hypothesis to be correct [29, 58, 66]. Yet how the osteocyte senses mechanical loading, or
strain, is still a hotly debated topic which divides scientists into several schools of thought.
There are three primary theories, each of which are valid to a certain extent. The debate
lies within which theory plays the dominate role in mechanosensation.
Among the current theories, a popular one seems to be that the osteocytes sense
mechanical strain via fluid flow shear stress. The idea is that as an external mechanical
load is placed on the skeleton, pressure increases within the interstitial bone fluid in the
canaliculi network, thus inducing fluid flow within the lacunae wall and shearing the
osteocyte that lies within [24,80]. The theoretical model which Weinbaum et al. proposed
estimates the load placed on the cell to be between 8 and 30 dynes/cm2 [80]. Given that
the number of connections in the entire skeletal canaliculi network parallel that of the
brain [15] and that interstitial fluid continuously flows through each dendritic connection,
this theory seems plausible as the primary driver of mechanosensation in osteocytes.
Another possible route of mechanosensation is through the deformation of the
osteocyte and the canalicular network via compressive external forces [45, 46, 48]. While
there are substantial strains placed globally on the human skeletal matrix (approximately
9

1,200 to 1,900 micro-strains), it is difficult to evaluate the local deformation of individual
embedded osteocytes experimentally in vivo. Previous experiments have approached the
deformation hypothesis only from a global perspective: estimating strains by mounting
a strain gage directly to the bone’s surface, thus neglecting the complex geometry of the
canalicular network.
A third hypothesis is that osteocytes sense mechanical strain through the deformation of their primary cilia. Most cells in the body are equipped with a cilium, or in other
words a single antenna extending outwards perpendicularly from the cell membrane. In
kidney cells, cilia play an important role in sensing fluid flow and consequently relaying
chemical signals [65]. Jacobs and colleagues noticed osteocytes also possess primary cilia
and extended this idea to the realm of mechanosensation in bone. Through comparison of
osteocytes with cilia to those with cilia removed, Jacobs et al. discovered differences in
flow sensitivities between groups [44].
Fluid flow shear stress, cellular deformation, and cilia movement are all valid
mechanosensation hypotheses, and there are experimental data pointing to the veracity of
each. However, when determining a primary mode of mechanosensation in osteocytes,
things become significantly more convoluted. It poses to be quite a challenging task to
separate and analyze each mode individually in vivo since the osteocyte is experiencing all
three simultaneously and responding accordingly with multiple chemical signals. These
signals then begin a cascading chain reaction through molecular pathways which communicate with surface level osteoblasts and osteoclasts, instructing them to form and resorb
the bone matrix accordingly.
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2.3

Mechanotransduction

Following mechanosensation via any or all of the three mechanisms mentioned
above, osteocytes then are thought to transduce the mechanical signal into a biological
one [41]. This biological signal originates with the osteocyte expressing a number of
genes which in turn code for proteins that relay molecular messages to osteoblasts and
osteoclasts and ultimately have been hypothesized to guide the tissue remodeling process
[12, 25]. To examine this mechanotransduction phenomenon, several gene pathways have
been identified as potential conduits for remodeling orchestration.
2.3.1

Wnt/β-catenin signaling

Possibly receiving the most attention as a means of molecular signaling is the
Wnt/β-catenin pathway. This pathway includes extensively studied genes such as Sost,
Dkk1, and β-catenin. Several studies have shown these osteocytically expressed genes to
significantly alter the bone remodeling process and hence elevate the intrigue surrounding
the Wnt/β-catenin pathway to a new plateau [2, 42].
Signaling in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway begins when the Wnt molecule binds
with lipoprotein receptor-related proteins (Lrp) at the cell surface, most notably Lrp5,
though Lrp4 and Lrp6 are also important in this group of proteins. Once bound, the Lrp
molecule relays a message across the cell boundary by sending β-catenin molecules inside the cell to the nucleus through the process of phosphorylation. When the β-catenin
molecules reach the cell nucleus, gene transcription is started and Wnt genes are activated
along with a host of other genes [14]. Genes from the Dickkopf-related protein (Dkk)
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and the secreted frizzled-related protein (Sfrp) families also operate by means of the βcatenin molecule in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway. Sfrp proteins act as an antagonist to Wnt
ligand binding while Dkk proteins inhibit the Lrp5 molecules at the cell surface, thus
both function as negative regulators of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway and halt phosphorylation [25]. But what truly makes the Wnt/β-catenin pathway important is its inseparable
connection with mechanical loading. Numerous studies have shown that signaling in the
Wnt/β-catenin pathway via the β-catenin molecule is directly related to the bone’s mechanical environment. As mechanical loading increases, Sost, Dkk and Sfrp genes are
down-regulated while Wnt genes are simultaneously up-regulated.
Two notable Wnt pathway genes which are gaining traction in the research community and are explored in this thesis are Wnt10b and Sfrp1. Preliminary data suggest
that Wnt10b initiates Wnt/β-catenin signaling in osteoblasts and the gene has been characterized as a promoter of bone formation in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway [6, 7, 67]. Sfrp1
on the other hand has been shown to have an opposite effect, acting as an antagonist in
the Wnt/β-catenin pathway and blocking the formation of new bone tissue [55].
2.3.2

Osteoclast and osteoblast genes expressed in osteocytes

Osteocytes have recently also been shown to express certain genes which have
previously been associated with osteoblastic and osteoclastic function. The gene carbonic
anhydrase 2 (Car2) which leads to an enzyme of the same name, is typically osteoclast
specific. However, recently Car2 has been shown to be expressed in osteocytes as well. In
the osteoclast the Car2 enzyme operates at the surface boundary between the bone matrix
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and the osteoclast in what is called the sealing zone. As is true with all enzymes, Car2
in the osteoclast functions as a chemical catalyst and assists with the demineralization
of the bone matrix by creating a highly acidic environment in the sealing zone with an
excess of H+ atoms. This produces an area on the bone surface with a ph of 2 – 3, the
second most acidic environment in the body, thus releasing calcium and phosphate from
the bone matrix and into the sealing zone. Following demineralization, TRAP protease
and MMP13 come in and deproteinize the matrix.
This has lead researchers to hypothesize that Car2 expressed in osteocytes may
function similarly as when it is expressed in osteoclasts. While osteocytes do not create
an acidified environment on the bone surface like the osteoclast, they do alter the size of
their lacunae within the bone matrix. Consequently, Qing et al. [53] as well as several
other groups [23, 38] have begun to link the osteocytic expression of osteoclast specific
genes like Car2 with the phenomenon of osteocytic osteolysis via lacunar size alteration.
Car2, a gene examined in this thesis which is associated with the osteoclastic function of
demineralizing bone matrix at the surface, has recently been shown by Clarke et al. [23] to
be up-regulated in osteocytes during lactation while the lacunae is enlarging. This interesting finding adds to the growing body of evidence that the osteocytic expression of Car2
can be linked with osteocytic osteolysis. As of today a link has not been established between the osteocytic expression of Car2 and the mechanical environment of the osteocyte
network, though this would make an excellent hypothesis for future experiments.
Conversely, Collagen 1a2 (Col1a2), a gene highly expressed in the osteoblast, has
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also been seen to be expressed in osteocytes. Type 1 collagen expression creates a scaffolding protein and is the founding block of the skeleton’s bone matrix. Collagen genes
are expressed all over the body and help create skin, organ, and a host of other fibrous
tissues. The osteoblast creates the collagen protein and through combination with several
other scaffolding proteins, forms the bone matrix. Because of this, osteoblastic expression of the type 1 collagen gene and creation of the subsequent protein has long been
associated with bone formation and is an essential mechanism by which the osteoblast
ultimately lays down new bone. One could postulate that when the osteocyte expresses
Col1a2, the mechanism could be related to that of the osteoblastic expression. It follows
that just as researchers are now extending the function of osteoclast specific gene Car2 to
osteocytes by hypothesizing that it is linked with osteocytic osteolysis, Col1a2 expressed
in osteocytes could be thought to relate to osteocytic ossification since the expression
of this gene in osteoblasts is a sign that the bone is in the process of formation. There
remains to be any studies published which confirm or refute this hypothesis.
While this section details specific genes investigated in this thesis, it is important
to note that mechanotransduction is an incredibly complex process, and there are many
more genes which are continuously being modulated by the osteocyte to effectively coordinate osteoblastic and osteoclastic function. Just as it is difficult to delineate the role of
fluid flow shear stress, cellular deformation, and cilia deformation in mechanosensation,
it becomes exponentially more difficult when the same task is applied to elucidating the
genetic mechanisms that influence mechanotransduction.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MISSING LOCAL MECHANICAL LINK IN BONE
Elliott Goff, Patrik Christen, Alina Levchuk, Andreas J. Trüssel, Ralph Müller
Institute for Biomechanics, ETH Zürich, 8093 Zürich, Switzerland
in preparation
3.1

Abstract

Mechanical stimuli play an integral role in the adaptation process of many facets
in biology. A particularly elegant organ that exemplifies this relationship is bone. Bone
as an organ is sensitive to mechanical stimuli and adapts its microstructure accordingly
to reflect environmental demands. However, at the subcellular level, the mechanisms
by which bone senses stimuli and adapts have yet to be fully elucidated. In the present
study, using novel biological and computational methodologies, we were able to isolate
osteocyte-dense regions of 9 ± 5 cells in murine trabecular bone and directly correlate
gene expression profiles with calculated strain values locally. Simple Pearson correlations show a strong local link between strain and osteocyte genes thought to be important
in mechanical bone adaptation such as Sfrp1 (R = -0.94) and Car2 (R = +0.76). We also
were able to determine that the mice in our group were growing through observing morphological changes in the same isolated regions over a two-week time span. These novel
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findings establish a quantitative link between the expression of specific genes and their local mechanical environment. Future studies could potentially include these correlations as
parameters in the cellular portion of a multi-scale model of mechanical bone adaptation.
3.2

Introduction

Organisms and their environment have been symbiotically intertwined for millennia, and the interaction between the two has regularly been the subject of scientific
investigation. This biological relationship manifests itself in many forms. A fascinating
instance is the connection between the biological cell and external mechanical stimuli. To
illustrate this link, we turn to the bone organ and the most abundant cell within the organ,
the osteocyte.
For over one hundred years, bone has been known to adapt its structure dynamically in response to the mechanical environment [81] through continuous remodeling of
the tissue [59]. In the years since Wolff [81] initially conceived the idea of bone’s internal structure aligning to stress trajectories and Roux [59] of dynamic bone remodeling,
numerous studies have investigated and successfully supported this hypothesis in both animal [17,18] and human experiments [19,27]. The extensive validation of this concept has
inspired many more studies which are devoted to unravelling the complex mechanisms of
mechanoregulated bone remodeling [21, 31, 64].
At the cellular level, bone tissue is formed and resorbed by the osteoblast cells
and osteoclast cells, respectively, and the two together compose the minority 5% of bone
cells [25]. Over the past twenty years, mounting evidence suggests that the osteocytes,
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which make up about 95% of bone cells, are responsible for sensing mechanical stimuli
and consequently orchestrating the formation and resorption processes of the osteoblasts
and osteoclasts [25]. Osteocytes are located within individual lacunae shells, and the cells
are connected together by radially extending dendrites processes. These processes stretch
through fluid to form intricate connections between multiple lacunae and ultimately create an extensive canaliculi network within the bone [25]. Many believe this network
forms the basis for a mechanical feedback loop between the external mechanical environment and the bone remodeling process. It is thought that external forces acting upon the
bone induce fluid flow within the canaliculi network that is sensed by osteocytes. This
idea is supported by in vitro experiments showing that fluid flow shear stress within the
micro-architecture of bone affects remodeling [20, 34, 37]. In this mechanosensing feature of osteocytes, mechanical strain is transduced into a genetic signal, which is then
dispersed throughout the canalicular network thus signaling for specific remodeling processes [13, 54]. While the majority of the scientific community has generally accepted
the mechanosensing capability to be the primary role of the osteocyte, many questions remain surrounding the genetic mechanisms granting the osteocyte’s ability to orchestrate
and regulate bone remodeling.
Recent in vitro and in vivo studies have been conducted with these questions in
mind, and several gene pathways have been identified as possible conduits for osteocyte
signals [32, 82]. Within each pathway, genes code for proteins that in turn molecularly
guide the remodeling process. Using techniques such as immunohistochemistry and realtime polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in whole bone, or in other words bone at a
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global level, previous studies have concluded that there are certain genes expressed by
osteocytes and osteoblasts which are important to bone remodeling. These genes include Sfrp1, Car2, and Wnt10b which have been linked with tissue formation and resorption [23, 38, 53, 57]. Wasserman et al. [77] conducted a study in which a number
of proposed mechanosensitive osteocytic genes were quantified with RT-PCR globally
in both loaded and sham groups of caudal murine vertebra, ultimately concluding that
mechanical loading affects gene expression in whole bone [77]. Steps have been made
towards investigating spatial gene expression in bone, but have been limited to analyzing
only one gene at a time as described in the work of Robling et al. [58]. Considerable work
remains to fully establish a local, quantifiable link between mechanical loading and gene
expression profiles in bone. Before research in this area can progress further, additional
details surrounding this local link that is missing between mechanical loading and gene
regulation must be uncovered.
In this study, we therefore hypothesize that there exists a local link between genetic expression in osteocytes and local mechanical loading in vivo. To test this hypothesis, we present an approach for determining such local correlations and used gene expression and micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) data that was generated by employing
a novel methodology which we had developed earlier [71]. In that approach osteocytedense regions (9 ± 5 cells) of trabecular murine bone were isolated with laser dissection
for RT-PCR analysis. This local genetic data coupled with a high-resolution micro-finite
element (micro-FE) analysis allowed us to calculate simple one-to-one Pearson correlations between the expression profiles of specific genes and the strain energy density (SED)
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of the local region that each osteocyte group inhabits. We chose to investigate SED because it can be conceptualized as a general proxy for mechanical stimulus and cellular
deformation. Additionally we examined the gradient of the SED to explore the influence
of mechanical stimulus via fluid flow. While a standardized measure of strain in local
regions of bone remains to be defined, we selected SED as an adequate gauge for two reasons: it is an intuitive measurement that can be discretely quantified at a local level, and
this measure has been previously incorporated into several studies [1, 31, 40, 64]. Within
each type of mechanical stimuli, SED and SED gradient, we considered two modes: the
mean and the maximum. Since regions of osteocytes were investigated, such modes had
to be defined for the local one-to-one correlation. Thus, a total of four strain parameters
were tested. Ultimately, we hypothesize that significant correlations exist between local
SED and the osteocytic expression of important remodeling genes including Sfrp1 and
Car2. Secondly, we propose that the trabecular bone in the caudal vertebra of our adolescent mice is growing, as previously noted by Lambers et al. [39]. If this is indeed true,
then we expect to encounter a greater number of local remodeling sites heading towards
new or continued formation than resorption. We tested this hypothesis through evaluation
of the morphological “time-history” in trabecular regions of the bone using previously
developed imaging techniques [63].
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3.3

Materials and Methods

3.3.1

Animal Experiment

In a group of nine 15-week-old female C57BL/6 mice, the sixth caudal tail vertebra was imaged by Dr. Andreas Trüssel in vivo with micro-computed tomography
(micro-CT, 10.5 µm voxel size, 55 kVp, 145 µA, 350 ms, vivaCT40, Scanco Medical
AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) over a period of 2 weeks before the sacrifice of all nine
mice at week 2. Each vertebra was scanned at three separate time points: at the beginning
of the experiment, one week subsequently, and at two weeks after the beginning of the experiment when the nine mice were sacrificed. At week 2, the mouse group was sacrificed
exactly one day after the last scan, and the whole caudal vertebra was extracted, frozen
with dry ice ethanol, and ultimately stored at -80◦ C to preserve so that histology and gene
sequencing could be performed at a later date.
3.3.2

Dynamic Bone Morphometry

Through implementation of previously developed 3D registration methodologies
[63], the dynamic morphometry of each animal’s sixth caudal vertebra was evaluated by
Dr. Trüssel. This technique essentially registered the 3D micro-CT image from the end of
the experiment at week 2 with the corresponding 3D micro-CT image at the beginning of
the experiment at week 0. An additional scan was recorded at week 1 so that registration
could be performed over two 1-week time periods (week 0 to week 1 and week 1 to week
2). Fig 3 provides an example of this registration where resorbed voxels, indicated with
blue, existed in the scan from week 0 but not in the final scan at week 2. Conversely,
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the formed voxels, indicated with orange, were voxels observed in the week 2 scan but
not the week 0 scan. The same holds true with the intermediate scan at week 1 with
respect to week 0 and week 2. This allowed me to group local regions of trabeculae with
respect to the nearest surface remodeling state so that I could evaluate correlations with
mechanics and also evaluate the morphological “time-history”. In total, 74 regions were
selected: 28 regions near formation (week 0 – 2), 15 regions near resorption (week 0 – 2),
and 31 regions that were deemed as either quiescent or between formation and resorption
(week 0 – 2) and hence were not included in the analysis of the first hypothesis regarding
correlations with mechanics.
Next, I considered regions of formation, resorption, and quiescence in a “timehistory” analysis to address my second hypothesis. Regions which were determined to
be not clearly any of the three states I declared to be regions “in transition” and decided
to exclude them from this portion of my analysis. I determined whether a region was in
a state of formation, resorption, quiescence, or “in transition” by visually inspecting the
registered micro-CT images from week 0 – 1 and from week 1 – 2. I determined a priori
that regions of formation and resorption would be considered as above approximately 50
percent in either state while quiescent regions were local areas above approximately 90
percent quiescent. The clearest cases of this determination can be seen in Fig 3.
3.3.3

Local Mechanical Microenvironment

The mechanical stimuli in the local microenvironment were calculated by Dr.
Trüssel by converting each micro-CT image into a high-resolution micro-FE model by
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directly translating image voxels into 8-node hexahedral finite elements [74, 79]. The
parameters of this micro-FE model were drawn from the previous work of Webster et
al. [79]. Since the mouse group experienced normal physiological loading, the micro-FE
model assumed a cyclic loading with peak forces of 4N and boundary conditions modeled
as fixed plates on either end of the vertebrae following the work of Christen et al. [22].
Christen et al. chose this peak force of 4N for physiologically loaded mice since 8N is
typically the peak force applied to the mouse tail vertebrae when artificially loaded. All
micro-FE models were solved on a supercomputer (Cray XE6, Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS), Lugano, Switzerland) and each micro-FE model maintained
the same resolution as the micro-CT scan, 10.5 microns. To approximate the mechanical
stimuli in each local region, the SED was calculated for each voxel. Using the micro-FE
model as an input, I developed an algorithm in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA)
that transformed each 3D SED map of the bone into a 3D SED gradient map, which described the change in SED from voxel to voxel. The derivation of this SED gradient map
was drawn from Webster et al. [78].
3.3.4

Translation of Region from 2D Slice to 3D Volume and Quantification

Using microscope imaging and a novel registration algorithm created by Trüssel et
al. [72], the location of the extracted trabecular region could be associated with the correct
2D-image slice from the micro-CT scan as seen in Fig 1. I manually contoured the shape
of the extracted sample in the 2D-image slice so that the region’s 2D coordinates could
be translated into the correct 3D coordinates in the original 3D volume. Using Matlab, I
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then located these 3D coordinates in the corresponding 3D SED map and 3D SED gradient
map, a plane which matched the 2D slice was created from these points, and the contoured
geometry was extruded in the direction normal to the plane for a distance of four voxels,
or 42 microns, above and below the original plane. Currently it is believed that osteocytes
possess a sensing distance that is roughly one-half their size [68] added to the length
of their corresponding canalicular processes [68, 76], which in total is approximately 40
micrometers. Hence, the 3D signaling capacity of the local osteocyte network in each
region was simulated with current physiological accuracy. I calculated this representative
3D geometry for each extracted region, thus maintaining the original shape of the sample
while also considering the mechanical environment within the appropriate distance above
and below the 2D plane created by the sample in the 3D volume.

Figure 1: Translation from global 3D volume to local 2D slice to local 3D volume.
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3.3.5

Local Quantified Parameters

Within each computationally identified region of trabecular bone, I recorded both
the SED and SED gradient of each voxel at week 0 and week 2. The gradient was calculated according to the central difference scheme in the x-direction, y-direction, and
z-direction with the norm of the three vector values ultimately being calculated according
to the equation below. This norm is considered to be the SED gradient for each voxel.

s
∇SED =

∂ 2 fi ∂ 2 fi ∂ 2 fi
+
+
∂x2
∂y 2
∂z 2


(3.1)

Then within these two types of time-specific stimuli measures, I calculated both
the maximum and mean of all the voxels in each local region. Therefore, for a group of
voxels in any of the 74 local regions, eight measures of mechanical stimuli were recorded:
maximum SED at week 0, mean SED at week 0, maximum SED at week 2, mean SED
at week 2, and the same calculations were repeated for the group of SED gradient voxels
present in each local region.
3.3.6

Histology, cell isolation, and gene analysis

To describe the histological techniques performed by Dr. Trüssel, the following
section is quoted from his dissertation [72],
Approximately fifteen consecutive sections (9 µm) were cut from each
bone at an angle of roughly 15◦ to the longitudinal axis. To stabilize the
section during cutting, we used a thin cryofilm as described elsewhere [35].
The sections were kept in a frozen state at all times during the procedure and
stored at -80◦ C for no longer than 2 days before further processing. For registration purposes, every fourth section was thawed and imaged on an inverted
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microscope (Zeiss Axioinvert, 200M, Stuttgart, DE). Images were then registered as described earlier (chapter 3.1). In brief, the microscopy images were
stitched together [52], semi-automatically segmented using the ‘Magic Wand
Tool’ in Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems Software Ireland Ltd. Dublin,
Ireland) and prescaled to the approximate resolution of the in vivo micro-CT
(10.5 µm). The histology sections were then registered into the micro-CT
images using an image registration algorithm based on scaled rotation transformations (degree of freedoms: 3 translation, 3 rotations and 1 scaling). The
positions of the interjacent sections were interpolated. For each section, the
SED map was created by virtually sectioning the FE model at the corresponding location. These maps served as a guide to select osteocyte subpopulations
to be isolated by LCM.
To isolate osteocyte subpopulations, cryosections were dried and stained
with the following steps: 1) 50% methanol in water at -20◦ C for 1 minute,
2) 10 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 (B2261-25MG, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH,
Buchs, Switzerland) in 75% methanol in water at 0◦ C for 1 minute, 3) 95%
methanol in water at 0◦ C for 1 minute, 4) 100% methanol at room temperature
for 2 minutes and 5) in a vacuum chamber at room temperature for 5 minutes.
From this time point on, the osteocytes were harvested within 30 minutes to
minimize the degradation of the collected mRNA. Sections were mounted on
the microscope stage of a laser capture micro-dissection system (PALM on a
Zeiss 200M, Carl Zeiss, Feldbach, Switzerland).
Osteocytes inside the bone matrix were identified by their stained nuclei
and selected according to the local mechanical stimuli visible in the corresponding SED map. Osteocyte subpopulations containing 9 ± 5 osteocytes
(mean ± standard deviation) were dissected into 10 µl of pre-amplification
(preamp) buffer on the cap of a PCR tube, spun down and the reverse transcription was started immediately by incubating at 50◦ C. The preamp buffer
was prepared according to the manufacturer’s protocol using reagents from
the CellsDirectT M One-Step qRT-PCR kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific AG,
Reinach, Switzerland) and contained 5 µl Cells-Direct 2x Reaction Mix, 0.2
µl SuperScriptT M III RT/Platinum R Taq Mix, 0.1 µl Ambio SUPERase-In
(AM2694, Thermo Fischer Scientific AG, Reinach, Switzerland), 25 nl of 20x
TaqMan R Gene Expression Assays (Thermo Fischer Scientific AG, Reinach,
Switzerland) for each gene of interest and 4.1 µl Tris-EDTA buffer (93302100 ml, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Buchs, Switzerland). Lysis, reverse
transcription, and 17 pre-amplification cycles were performed directly in this
buffer. The commercially available gene expression assays used in this study
are listed in table 4.2. After preamplification, cDNA was diluted 1:5 with
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Tris-EDTA buffer and stored at -80◦ C until further processing.
Gene expression was analyzed by qPCR. The qPCR buffer contained 5
µl TaqMan R Universal PCR Master Mix (2x, Thermo Fischer Scientific AG,
Reinach, Switzerland), 0.5 µl 20X TaqMan R Gene Expression Assay, 2.5
µl of Tris-EDTA buffer and 2 µl of cDNA solution. Only samples with detectable ct values for the two reference genes B2m and Hprt were further
processed. A dynamic array chip (Fluidigm Europe B.V., Amsterdam, The
Netherlands) was used to evaluate the gene expression. A total of 689 osteocytes were analyzed in 74 subpopulations.
The full study can be found in the dissertation of Dr. Trüssel, published 2015 in the ETH
Zürich library [72].
3.3.7

Correlations

I performed Pearson correlations in Matlab between each set of gene expression
data and each set of mechanical stimuli parameters within a group of regions. A Pearson
correlation compares two datasets and provides a coefficient that relates the change of the
first to the corresponding change of the second. Osteocyte regions were grouped according to the nearest remodeling state (formation or resorption) so that the raw expression for
each gene (CT-value) in a group could then be compared one-to-one with each of the eight
measures of raw mechanical stimuli (SED) in the same regions. Due to inconsistencies
with gene measurement, group sizes varied between n = 6 and n = 28.
3.4

Results

Quantitative local PCR expression data for 17 genes thought to be associated with
the bone remodeling process were correlated with four strain parameters: the mean and
maximum values of the local SED as well as the mean and maximum values of the local
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SED gradient as seen in Tables 1 – 4. Seventy-four trabecular regions were analyzed (9
± 5 osteocytes per region), and regions were grouped according to their remodeling state
using dynamic bone morphometry, either as formation or resorption. Simple Pearson correlations were performed in both groups, and therefore each mode of strain was compared
with each gene in a one-to-one manner. Yet, after performing a basic t-test to determine
significance, only several correlations emerged with a p-value less than 0.05. The significant correlations are displayed in Fig 2 and appear in bold in Tables 1 – 4.

Table 1: SED Correlations in Regions of Formation
Formation Regions
(n = 28)
Gene

Mean Strain Week 0

Max Strain Week 0

Mean Strain Week 2

Max Strain Week 2

Sample number
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
(PCR Detectable) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test)

Alpl

22

0.1

0.65

0.02

0.92

0.03

0.9

0.08

0.72

Car2

13

-0.01

0.98

-0.01

0.97

-0.37

0.22

-0.42

0.15

Col1a2

28

0.38

0.04

0.15

0.46

0.26

0.18

0.02

0.92

Col3a1

28

-0.12

0.54

-0.16

0.4

0.04

0.82

0.11

0.58

Dmp1

26

0.09

0.68

0.01

0.97

0.09

0.64

-0.05

0.81

Mmp13

24

0.25

0.23

0.01

0.98

0.28

0.18

-0.11

0.62

Mmp14

21

-0.12

0.61

-0.08

0.72

-0.03

0.9

-0.01

0.95

Bmp2

12

-0.38

0.23

-0.13

0.69

-0.52

0.08

-0.35

0.27

Bmp7

15

-0.15

0.6

-0.13

0.64

-0.05

0.86

-0.05

0.85

Ctnnb

28

0.09

0.65

0

0.99

0.13

0.51

0.02

0.9

Dkk1

19

-0.15

0.54

-0.17

0.49

-0.1

0.7

-0.08

0.76

Sfrp1

7

0.14

0.77

0.14

0.77

-0.05

0.91

-0.37

0.41

Sost

19

-0.07

0.79

-0.04

0.88

0.15

0.55

0.06

0.81

Wnt10b

13

-0.28

0.36

-0.22

0.46

-0.08

0.81

0.11

0.73

OPG

13

-0.29

0.34

-0.05

0.87

-0.32

0.28

-0.24

0.43

RANKL

10

-0.04

0.91

0.41

0.24

-0.02

0.96

0.27

0.46

Xiap

13

-0.2

0.52

-0.05

0.87

-0.24

0.43

-0.08

0.79

27

Table 2: SED Correlations in Regions of Resorption
Resorption Regions
(n = 15)
Gene

Mean Strain Week 0

Max Strain Week 0

Mean Strain Week 2

Max Strain Week 2

Sample number
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
(PCR Detectable) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test)

Alpl

13

0.21

0.49

0

1

0.34

0.25

0.09

0.77

Car2

9

0.15

0.69

0.76

0.02

0.32

0.39

0.49

0.18

Col1a2

15

-0.11

0.71

0

1

-0.02

0.95

0.11

0.68

Col3a1

13

0.12

0.69

0.1

0.74

0.15

0.64

0.19

0.52

Dmp1

13

0.19

0.53

0.09

0.77

0.19

0.54

0.26

0.39

Mmp13

14

0.09

0.77

-0.14

0.64

0.22

0.45

-0.04

0.9

Mmp14

13

0.15

0.61

-0.04

0.89

0.38

0.2

0.22

0.47

Bmp2

8

0.13

0.76

-0.45

0.26

0.19

0.65

0.02

0.97

Bmp7

6

0.12

0.82

0.55

0.26

0.36

0.48

0.25

0.63

Ctnnb

15

0.04

0.89

0.17

0.54

0.21

0.46

0.26

0.36

Dkk1

13

0.43

0.14

0

0.99

0.51

0.07

0.36

0.22

Sfrp1

6

-0.69

0.13

-0.94

0.01

-0.51

0.3

-0.83

0.04

Sost

10

0.38

0.28

0

0.99

0.53

0.12

0.22

0.54

Wnt10b

7

0.22

0.63

0.31

0.49

0.45

0.31

0.06

0.9

OPG

6

-0.12

0.82

0.42

0.41

-0.13

0.81

-0.08

0.89

RANKL

11

0.01

0.97

0.33

0.32

0.33

0.32

0.43

0.18

Xiap

9

0.38

0.32

-0.05

0.91

0.67

0.05

0.25

0.51

28

Table 3: SED Gradient Correlations in Regions of Formation
Formation Regions
(n = 28)
Gene

Mean Strain Week 0

Max Strain Week 0

Mean Strain Week 2

Max Strain Week 2

Sample number
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
(PCR Detectable) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test)

Alpl

22

-0.05

0.83

-0.21

0.34

-0.07

0.77

0.01

0.96

Car2

13

-0.05

0.88

-0.11

0.73

-0.34

0.26

-0.13

0.67

Col1a2

28

0.26

0.19

-0.05

0.81

-0.03

0.88

-0.11

0.57

Col3a1

28

-0.21

0.29

-0.26

0.18

0.03

0.88

0.12

0.54

Dmp1

26

0.09

0.67

0.01

0.98

-0.06

0.75

-0.11

0.59

Mmp13

24

0.2

0.35

-0.05

0.81

0.14

0.51

-0.1

0.66

Mmp14

21

-0.26

0.26

-0.37

0.09

-0.18

0.44

-0.15

0.53

Bmp2

12

-0.45

0.14

-0.15

0.65

-0.42

0.17

-0.23

0.47

Bmp7

15

-0.28

0.32

-0.38

0.17

-0.21

0.45

-0.23

0.4

Ctnnb

28

-0.03

0.89

-0.09

0.64

-0.06

0.76

-0.03

0.87

Dkk1

19

-0.4

0.09

-0.44

0.06

-0.29

0.22

-0.22

0.37

Sfrp1

7

0.29

0.53

0.03

0.95

0.06

0.89

-0.31

0.5

Sost

19

-0.16

0.51

-0.16

0.5

0.04

0.87

-0.03

0.89

Wnt10b

13

-0.39

0.18

-0.39

0.19

-0.03

0.92

0.11

0.72

OPG

13

-0.21

0.48

-0.07

0.81

-0.38

0.2

-0.36

0.23

RANKL

10

-0.02

0.95

0.32

0.36

0.02

0.95

0.3

0.4

Xiap

13

-0.04

0.89

-0.21

0.49

-0.14

0.65

0.05

0.87

29

Table 4: SED Gradient Correlations in Regions of Resorption
Resorption Regions
(n = 15)
Gene

Mean Strain Week 0

Max Strain Week 0

Mean Strain Week 2

Max Strain Week 2

Sample number
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
Pearson
p-value
(PCR Detectable) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test) Correlation (t-test)

Alpl

13

0.09

0.77

0.03

0.93

0.23

0.44

0.09

0.76

Car2

9

0.31

0.42

0.72

0.03

0.27

0.49

0.45

0.23

Col1a2

15

-0.07

0.81

0

0.99

-0.04

0.87

0.11

0.7

Col3a1

13

0.11

0.71

0.04

0.91

0.06

0.85

0.22

0.47

Dmp1

13

0.19

0.53

0.14

0.65

0.09

0.76

0.26

0.39

Mmp13

14

-0.03

0.91

-0.15

0.61

0.17

0.56

0.04

0.9

Mmp14

13

0.05

0.87

0.01

0.96

0.3

0.32

0.42

0.16

Bmp2

8

0.18

0.68

0.08

0.84

0.1

0.82

-0.04

0.93

Bmp7

6

0.25

0.63

0.54

0.26

0.31

0.55

0.2

0.7

Ctnnb

15

0.04

0.88

0.19

0.49

0.17

0.54

0.28

0.31

Dkk1

13

0.4

0.17

0.13

0.68

0.55

0.05

0.36

0.23

Sfrp1

6

-0.83

0.04

-0.9

0.01

-0.5

0.31

-0.76

0.08

Sost

10

0.29

0.42

-0.01

0.98

0.49

0.15

0.35

0.32

Wnt10b

7

0.29

0.53

0.31

0.5

0.37

0.41

0.01

0.99

OPG

6

0.15

0.77

0.45

0.38

-0.24

0.65

-0.01

0.99

RANKL

11

-0.05

0.87

0.39

0.23

0.21

0.53

0.49

0.13

Xiap

9

0.04

0.93

0.15

0.7

0.51

0.16

0.23

0.55

30

Figure 2
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In regions of resorption, the gene Sfrp1 was strongly negatively correlated (R =
-0.83, -0.94, -0.90) with the mean SED gradient, maximum SED, and the maximum SED
gradient, respectively; all from week 0 (Figs 2a – 2c). Car2 was positively correlated (R
= +0.76, +0.72) with the maximum of both the SED and the SED gradient, respectively,
from week 0 (Figs 2b, 2c). Furthermore, when expressions of the genes Xiap and Sfrp1
were correlated with the mean SED and maximum SED, respectively, from week 2 in
regions of resorption, both emerged as significant: Xiap positively (+0.67) and Sfrp1
negatively (-0.83) (Figs 2d, 2e). One final gene, Col1a2, exhibited a slightly positive
correlation (R = +0.38) with respect to the mean SED from week 0 and was the only gene
to be significantly correlated in regions of formation (Fig 2f).
A bone remodeling “time-history” was created over the 2-week period so that we
could infer an overall directionality of the remodeling process in local regions of trabecular bone. We recorded the frequency, or number of occurrences, of each change from the
first time point (week 0 – 1) to the second time point (week 1 – 2) in Table 5. Since the
majority of the 74 regions were not clearly in formation, resorption, or quiescence in both
time points as according to our criteria described in section 3.3.2, they were removed from
the analysis leaving only 13 regions remaining. Of these 13 regions, we see that 5 of the
13 are maintaining quiescence. Seven regions are either continuing or heading towards
formation when considering the following groups: formation → formation, resorption
→ formation, and resorption → quiescent. This leaves one region which is continuing
resorption across time points and none that are moving from formation to resorption or
from quiescence to resorption. The clearest cases of each group in Table 5 along with the
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corresponding sample’s histology image can be seen in Fig 3.

Table 5: Distinguished local remodeling sites

Remodeling State

Frequency

Week 0 – 1

Week 1 – 2

Formation

Formation

3

Resorption

Resorption

1

Quiescent

Quiescent

5

Resorption

Quiescent

3

Resorption

Formation

1
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Remodeling Sites
Quiescent

Resorbed

Formed

Resorp9on

Resorp9on

Quiescent

Quiescent

Resorp9on

Quiescent
Forma9on

Forma9on

Week 1 – 2

Resorp9on

Forma9on

Week 0 – 1

Histology

Figure 3: Visually determined cases of remodeling state change or remodeling continuation in
local regions of trabecular bone over a two-week time span. Corresponding histological slices are
presented on the right side of each case and have been stained for osteocytes.
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3.5

Discussion

Through our analysis, the osteocytic expression of several genes emerged as significantly correlated with the corresponding local mechanical environment, thus supporting our hypothesis. Furthermore, two of these genes, Sfrp1 and Car2, correlated strongly
with specific modes of strain in regions of resorption. This local connection in regions
of resorption further supports the findings of previous studies, which link these two
genes with tissue remodeling [38, 57] in addition to supporting the work of Wasserman et
al. [77], who linked the expression of specific osteocyte genes with the mechanical environment at a global level. Sfrp1 has been previously associated with the inhibition of bone
formation [11], and the strong negative correlation we found with respect to increasing
mechanical stimulus supports this function (Figs 2a – 2d). Conversely, Car2, which has
been linked with osteocytic osteolysis [23, 38, 53], was shown in our analysis to correlate
positively with increasing mechanical stimulus (Figs 2b, 2c) thus inferring a connection.
One may conclude from our results that as bone resorption occurs, mechanical stimuli in
these regions increase as a result of a reduction in mineralized bone. Consequently the
nearby osteocytes signal to stop blocking bone formation (down-regulate Sfrp1) and to
begin the remodeling of regional osteocytes (up-regulate Car2). Perhaps our results identify a transitional period in the local remodeling process, at which point resorption has
stopped and genes including Sfrp1 and Car2 are being turned off and on, respectively, to
begin maintenance of the osteocyte network and ultimately tissue formation. The weaker
yet significant positive correlations of Xiap and Col1a2 (Figs 2e, 2f), genes that have
been linked with inhibition of cell apoptosis and bone formation, respectively [26, 36],
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also support our proposed theory of glimpsing gene signaling during a transitional period
in the remodeling process.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
To investigate the question as to which type of mechanical stimulus osteocytic
genes are most responsive, we chose to test two modes, the mean and the maximum,
within two strain types, SED and SED gradient. Altogether, we tested four parameters:
mean SED, maximum SED, mean SED gradient, and maximum SED gradient. This selection was partly based on the work of Webster et al. [78] who related the mean SED
and mean SED gradient to newly mineralized and eroded bone volumes in large regions
of trabecular bone. More broadly, we considered two types of strain, the SED and SED
gradient, as proxies for a mechanical stimulus applied via cellular deformation and one
applied via fluid flow shear stress, respectively. However, our results demonstrated that
specific genes were correlated with specific types and modes (sometimes uniquely) of
mechanical stimuli, indicating that the mechanical mechanisms which govern gene signaling in osteocytes are more complex than we originally thought. It is quite possible that
one gene responds strongly to fluid flow whereas another gene responds more to cellular
deformation (Figs 2a – 2f). Therefore, if these correlations were to be incorporated later
into a cellular model as parameters, it would be important to consider the complexity
of the mechanical mechanisms which drive gene regulation in osteocytes and to better
understand these intricate mechanical mechanisms.
With 74 regions, 17 genes, and 4 SED parameters considered, it was essential to
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implement an analysis that grouped regions and compared each gene to each SED mode
within a specific region group. Hence, we chose to use Pearson correlations to analyze our
data in a meaningful way so that the expression of one gene could be compared directly
with the level of one SED mode. It is the simplicity of Pearson correlations which makes
them so compelling: essentially, a Pearson correlation compares the change in one dataset
to the change in another dataset, a fundamental, one-to-one, statistical test which was ideal
for the novel data produced in this study. Within these 74 osteocyte subpopulations, we
grouped our data into regions of formation (n = 28) and resorption (n = 15) with dynamic
bone morphometry by registering the micro-CT scan at week 2 to the micro-CT scan
at week 0 as seen in Fig 4. The benefit of this grouping was twofold: first, it teased
out significant correlations of specific genes, and second, it allowed us to hypothesize a
physiological connection between the remodeling process and the theoretical role of these
genes from previous studies. Through grouping and applying Pearson correlations, our
analytical approach is clear and intelligible while also managing to capture a portion of
the underlying complexities that surround mechanical gene regulation in bone.
Interestingly, our results showed that only one gene, Col1a2, was correlated in
regions of formation with a mode of SED (Fig 2f) while the remaining significant correlations occurred in regions of resorption (Figs 2a – 2e). Yet the strength of this correlation
was much weaker (R = 0.38) than the remaining correlations, and it came in just below
our threshold for significance (p = 0.04). While this finding does support our hypothesis by statistically showing that the mean SED in regions of formation is linked with the
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Figure 4: Overview of bone’s multi-scale nature and our approach to analyzing the mechanical
environment, remodeling environment, and the molecular environment in each sample. A local
mechano-molecular link was made between the mechanical environment and gene expression,
and samples were grouped according to their remodeling state.
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expression of Col1a2, it is the weakest of our claims. In general, the link between mechanics and gene regulation in regions of formation would be interesting to investigate
further because our results primarily highlight this link in regions of resorption. A detailed analysis focused specifically on regions of formation has the potential to uncover
important mechanosensitive genes involved in the formation process; ultimately elucidating the subcellular relationship between the formation and resorption bone remodeling
processes.
Next, we must discuss the large variation in sample number present in each significant correlation. Sfrp1 for example had only 6 measurements of expression in the total
15 regions of resorption, whereas expression of Col1a2 was successfully measured in all
28 regions of formation. This sample size discrepancy was a result of RNA amplification
in the PCR analysis; some genes were easier to detect than others. Furthermore, we must
note that while the expression of these genes was linked with several modes of SED, these
genes do not act alone. Rather each gene works in conjunction with several other genes,
which together compose a pathway. The Wnt signaling pathway is comprised of several
genes including Sfrp1, Ctnnb, Dkk1, Sost, and Wnt10b. We measured and correlated each
of these genes in our analysis; however, only Sfrp1 appeared significant. Genes in the Wnt
signaling pathway such as Wnt10b (R ≈ +0.3) were not significantly correlated, although
they are associated with bone formation [57] which further supports our hypothesis. The
lack of significant correlations is indeed a limitation of this study and proves that our
approach is too simple to meaningfully capture and describe the regulatory dynamics of
entire gene pathways. This could also be a side effect of our short (2-week) experiment.
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Examining the relation between gene expression and mechanical loading over a greater
period could shed light on important gene and pathway interactions, which were unascertainable in this experiment.
Yet another level of complexity entered our analysis as we compared gene expression with all four SED parameters at both the beginning of the mouse experiment,
week 0, and at the end of the experiment, week 2, when all 9 mice were sacrificed and
gene expression was measured. Since the mouse experiment was essentially a control
experiment which characterized healthy mice under normal loading conditions, the inference of gene expression “time directionality” is difficult if not impossible. Consequently,
our results showed that gene expression was correlated with SED modes at both weeks 0
when the mice were first scanned and at week 2 when the mice were last scanned. The
majority of significant correlations occurred between gene expression and SED modes at
week 0, yet the gene Xiap only correlated at week 2 (Fig 2e), and Sfrp1 correlated with
SED modes at both week 0 and week 2 (Figs 2a – 2d). This is an encumbering limitation
of our analysis, and therefore we cannot say if the mechanical environment at week 0
drives gene expression at week 2 or if the mechanical environment at week 2 drives gene
expression at week 2. Conversely, it is entirely possible that gene expression alters the
pattern of regional strain distribution indirectly by coordinating remodeling. Without a
firm mathematical model we cannot separate cause from effect as demonstrated by Hoyer
et al. [30], and with small sample sizes we cannot implement methodologies from Rhee
et al. [56] to reduce biological noise and establish a reasonable model to test. However,
comparing our results with a loaded group experiment could provide insights about the
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driving mechanisms of these mechanosensitive genes and should certainly be considered
as a future direction of this work.
While time directionality poses problems for inferring a connection between gene
expression and mechanical loading, having accurately registered morphological image
scans across two time points quite conveniently allowed us to create a time-history of the
remodeling process of local trabeculae. Thirteen of the 74 samples were able to be clearly
identified as in either formation, resorption, or quiescence at both time points and were
grouped according to direction of remodeling which is tabulated in Table 5. Fig 3 displays
the clearest case of each group and is accompanied by the corresponding histological slice
which supports our registration algorithm. While the single largest group, 5 samples, is
maintaining quiescence, we observed that overall majority across all groups, 7 samples,
are either continuing or moving towards formation. This overall majority proves our
second hypothesis: the tail vertebra of the adolescent mice in our group is growing. If this
hypothesis were to be extended to a group of aged mice, we would expect to see a greater
number of local regions maintaining or heading towards resorption.
An additional challenge that must be addressed is the difficulty associated with
osteocyte subpopulation extraction. While each sample was histologically stained for
osteocyte specific markers, there was the inherent risk that some samples were not composed of a homogeneous population of osteocytes but instead included a small number
of osteoblasts or osteoclasts at the surface of the extracted bone. This is in part due to
the unusual geometry of trabecular bone. By extracting extremely small regions of bone
which were comprised of fewer than 20 cells, the surface-to-volume ratio tends to be
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high. Fig 3 illustrates this point quite well and showcases the unique geometry of trabecular bone. Furthermore, we did notice an unusually high expression of Col1a2 which
is primarily produced by osteoblasts during bone formation though has also been shown
to be expressed by osteocytes. This could mean that in some samples where bone was
continuing or heading towards formation, there was an osteoblast present on the surface.
However, it has been established that the ultimate fate of an osteoblast is either to die on
the surface or to embed into the bone matrix and transition into an osteoid osteocyte and
finally into a mature osteocyte [25]. Thus it is possible that the abnormally high expression of Col1a2 could originate from either mature osteoblasts, transitioning osteocytes,
or mature osteocytes.
The laser capture method which was implemented could also be viewed as a
source of concern. The setup (PALM on a Zeiss 200M, Carl Zeiss, Feldbach, Switzerland)
features a high-intensity laser beam which creates microscopic cuts in bone on the order
of microns. This intensity produced a high temperature in the region surrounding the cut
which had the potential to alter the mRNA levels in the sample. This is one reason that
trabecular bone was chosen over cortical bone to investigate. As stated before and seen
in Fig 3, trabecular bone has a unique geometry which is beneficial in this case because
only one or at the most two incisions must be made to extract the region, thus leaving the
majority of the region’s surface in tact. It is still possible that the intensity of the laser
influences the mRNA levels in the sample, though the effects would be far more present
if cortical bone was extracted since the entire perimeter of the surface would be exposed
to the intensity of the laser.
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In conclusion, we have presented an analysis that fundamentally compares expression of osteocytic genes locally with a selection of strain types and modes: mean SED,
maximum SED, mean SED gradient, and maximum SED gradient. Within our analysis,
strong, significant correlations emerged between each SED mode and the expressions of
several genes including Sfrp1, Car2, Col1a2, and Xiap. Yet the fact that certain genes
respond with varying degrees to specific SED modes indicates that the relationship between mechanics and expression is quite complex and suggests that deeper investigations
with additional SED types and modes are required. The correlations presented here hold
the potential to be later incorporated as parameters of a cellular network model since they
were derived experimentally. This experimental data provide a distinctly quantifiable link
between theoretical cellular network models and realistic in vivo animal experiments.
Hypothetically, our results could be coupled with existing models such as those proposed
by Pivonka et al. [50, 51] and Scheiner et al. [61, 62] to create a fully validated cellular
network model which reveals the complex interactions between genes and pathways.
4.1
4.1.1

Appendix
MATLAB Code

Script used to translate manually contoured 2D pixel points into a plane
within the 3D volume:

File name: find 3d coords total contour.m
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% Elliott Goff

%March 12th 2015
%This script reads in all 2d pixel points from csv files (
originally
%found using fiji and exported to csv’s with a macro) and finds
and saves
%the corresponding 3d coordinates in the appropriate position .
txt file.
%Also takes the 2d points, creates a plane, and determines a
normal vector
%to that plane so that a more mophologically correct 3d shape
can be
%created around the region of interest.

%.csv 2d contour total pixel files and .txt 2d3d position files
must both
%be present in this folder.

counter = 1;
coords_2d = dir(’*.csv’);
coords_3d = dir(’*.txt’);
for id = 1:length(coords_2d)-1 %minus one because of rnadom csv
file in folder, can be removed if folder contains only the
correct csv files

contour = dlmread(coords_2d(id).name,’,’,1,0);
title = coords_2d(id).name;
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[image_num, rest] = strtok(title,’_’);
[animal, rest] = strtok(rest,’_’);
[animal_num, rest] = strtok(animal,’a’);
[ab, cd] = strtok(title,’_’);
[ab, cd] = strtok(cd,’_’);
[time, rest] =strtok(cd,’.’);
[time_pt , rest] =strtok(time,’_’);

if str2num(animal_num)<10

link_2d = strcat(’sysload_t0_0’,animal_num,’_’,time_pt,’
_f_femod_sed_sl_’,image_num,’_pos.txt’);

else

link_2d = strcat(’sysload_t0_’,animal_num,’_’,time_pt,’
_f_femod_sed_sl_’,image_num,’_pos.txt’);

end

x = contour(:,2);
y = contour(:,3);
C = zeros(length(x),1);

for i = 1:length(coords_3d)

link_3d = coords_3d(i).name;
tf = strcmp(link_2d,link_3d);

if(id==14)
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stop=1;

end

if tf == 1

data_3d = dlmread(coords_3d(i).name,’’,1,0);

for k=1:length(x)

A = data_3d(:,1) ==x(k);
B = data_3d(:,2) ==y(k);
C(k) = find(and(A,B)==1);

end

idx_orig = and(data_3d(:,1)==min(data_3d(:,1)),data_3d(:,2)==min
(data_3d(:,2)));
idx_xmax= and(data_3d(:,1)==max(data_3d(:,1)),data_3d(:,2)==min(
data_3d(:,2)));
idx_ymax= and(data_3d(:,1)==min(data_3d(:,1)),data_3d(:,2)==max(
data_3d(:,2)));

orig = data_3d(idx_orig,[3 4 5]);
xmax= data_3d(idx_xmax,[3 4 5]);
ymax= data_3d(idx_ymax,[3 4 5]);

a_vec = xmax - orig;
b_vec = ymax -orig;
n_vec = cross(a_vec,b_vec);
n_vec = n_vec./norm(n_vec);
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if(max(C)>0)

threedee_cont(id).name = title;
threedee_cont(id).coords =data_3d(C,:);
threedee_cont(id).normal = n_vec;
counter = counter + 1;

end
end
end
end

Scripts associated with the calculation of max and mean SED in local regions
and then correlation of those values with gene expression data:

File name: SED mask.m
function [ SED_mask_vals ] = SED_mask( threedee_cont,
thickness,idx )
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
%This function creates a mask of the 3d contour to be placed
over the
%original AIM file so that countour specific SED points can
be extracted
%
%3D coords are taken from the struct "threedee_cont" which
was created in
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%the previous script for this method
find_3d_coords_total_contour.m
%
%Thickness input must always be an odd number because normal
vector check
%starts at 1 (plane slice) and checks on both sides (3 will
be slice and
%one slice above and below, 5 will be slice and 2 slices
above and below,
%etc).

SED_mask_vals = zeros(280,280,421);

for i = 1:length(threedee_cont(idx).coords);

coords_3d = threedee_cont(idx).coords(i,3:5);

for op = -(thickness - 1)/2 : (thickness - 1)/2;

I = (threedee_cont(idx).normal).*op + coords_3d;
SED_mask_vals(round(I(1)),round(I(2)),round(I(3))) = 1;

end

end

%close_aim function to fill in voids (function and advice
from Duncan)
SED_mask_vals = close_aim(SED_mask_vals,3);

end
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File name: sphere EG mask normvec.m
function [ SED_vals, occupancy ] = sphere_EG_mask_normvec(AIM
,mask)
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
%Extracts SED values based on a 3d mask contour created in
the previous
%function for this method SED_mask.m
%

%Create empty matrix for SED values

temp = and((AIM>0.0000000000000000000000000000001),mask==1);
SED_vals =zeros(sum(sum(sum(temp))),1);
idx =1;

%occupancy decribes the percentage difference between the
number of 3d
%voxels included as output and the number of 2d pixels
brought in as input.
%Ultimately this is a measure of error due to interpolation
in the original
%2d contour. This interpolation adds volume to the contour
area which is
%not necissarly there, however this is taken care of in the 3
d SED
%collection and should not cause concern.
occupancy = sum(sum(sum(temp)))/sum(sum(sum(mask)))*100;
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%Using the mask as an input created in the previous script,
the mask is
%overlaid onto the original AIM file and the SED values from
only the
%portion overlaid by the mask are extracted and saved.
for a = 1:size(AIM,1);
for b = 1:size(AIM,2);
for c = 1:size(AIM,3);

if (temp(a,b,c)==1);

SED_vals(idx) = AIM(a,b,c);
idx = idx + 1;

end
end
end
end
end

File name: master 3d data mask cont.m
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
%This script combines the two previous functions SED_mask.m
and
%sphere_EG_mask_normvec.m into a loop and collects all SED
values from all
%AIM files of the portion where the 3d contour is overlaid (
via mask) onto
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%the AIM file. Thresholding is implemented in the function
files so that no
%non-bone SED values are recorded.

%Struc file created from find_3d_coords_total_contour.m which
holds all
%contours 3d coords and normal vectors to contour plane.
load(’Contours_3Dcoords_and_normvecs.mat’)

for i = 1:10%length(threedee_cont)

e = threedee_cont(i).name;
f = cellstr(e);
[first, sec] = strtok(f,’_’);
[first, sec] = strtok(sec,’_’);
[animal, waste] = strtok(first,’a’);
[abc, cde] = strtok(waste,’a’);
[first, sec] = strtok(sec,’m’);
[week, sec] = strtok(sec,’.’);

if(str2num(animal{1})<10)

newstr = strcat(’sysload_t0_0’,animal,’_’,week,’
_f_femod_sed_cnd.mat’);

else

newstr = strcat(’sysload_t0_’,animal,’_’,week,’
_f_femod_sed_cnd.mat’);

end
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load(newstr{1});

pcr_name = strcat(’syno_’,animal,’_a_’,abc);

%Define thickness of normal vector here
[mask] = SED_mask(threedee_cont,9,i);

[cont_vals{i}.sed, cont_vals{i}.occupancy] =
sphere_EG_mask_normvec(AIM,mask);
cont_vals{i}.sed_name = newstr;
cont_vals{i}.image_name = f;
cont_vals{i}.pcr_name = pcr_name;
cont_vals{i}.mask = mask;

end

File name: stats mask cont.m
%Elliott Goff
%March 20th 2015
%
%Statistical tests for 3d SED data which was collected from
%master_3d_data_mask_cont.m

counter = 1;
for i = 1:length(cont_vals);

name_sed = cont_vals{1,i}.sed_name;
name_image = cont_vals{1,i}.image_name;
name_pcr = cont_vals{1,i}.pcr_name;
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statistics_mask_cont{counter}.sed_name = name_sed;
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.image_name = name_image;
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.pcr_name = name_pcr;

ave = mean(cont_vals{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.mean = ave;

st = std(cont_vals{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.stdev = st;

%mode calculation based on bin for continuous variable
edges = 0:((statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.stdev)/2):((
statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.stdev)/2)*50;
hist(cont_vals{1,i}.sed,edges);
[a,b]=hist(cont_vals{1,i}.sed,edges);
[c,d]=max(a);
mo = b(d);
mo = (b(d)+b(d+1))/2;
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.mode = mo;

ma = max(cont_vals{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.max = ma;

med = median(cont_vals{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont{counter}.median = med;

counter = counter + 1;
end

File name: SEDstats2PCRdata order mask cont.m
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%Elliott Goff
%This script takes the basic statistic variables which were
%calculated in the previous stats_mask_cont.m function and
combines them in the
%correct order with Andi’s PCR data so that the
pearson_calc_mask_cont.m
%function calculates the correct pearson correlations between
PCR data and
%SED data.

idx_m0 = 2:6;
idx_m1 = 7:11;
idx_m2 = 12:16;

for i = 1:length(statistics_mask_cont);
me(i) = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.mean;
st(i) = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.stdev;
mo(i) = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.mode;
ma(i) = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.max;
md(i) = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.median;
name = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.pcr_name;
namesave(i) = cellstr(name);
name_tp = statistics_mask_cont{1,i}.sed_name;
name_tp_save(i) = cellstr(name_tp);
end

metrans = me’;
sttrans = st’;
motrans = mo’;
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matrans = ma’;
mdtrans = md’;
nametrans = namesave’;
nametrans_tp = name_tp_save’;

old_order = dataset(metrans,sttrans,motrans,matrans,mdtrans,
nametrans,nametrans_tp);

for j = 1:length(PCRdata);

name = PCRdata(j,1);
SED_3d_data_mask_cont(j,1) = name;
pcr_name =cellstr(name);

for k = 1:length(old_order);

e = old_order(k,6);
pcr_name_match = cellstr(e);

h = old_order(k,7);
tp_name = cellstr(h);
[first, sec] = strtok(tp_name,’_’);
[waste useful] = strtok(sec,’_’);
[waste nada] = strtok(useful,’_’);
[tp nothing] = strtok(nada,’_’);

tf = strcmp(pcr_name,pcr_name_match);

if tf == 1;
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if(strcmp(tp,’m0’));
idx = idx_m0;
elseif strcmp(tp,’m1’);
idx = idx_m1;
elseif strcmp(tp,’m2’);
idx = idx_m2;
end
SED_3d_data_mask_cont(j,idx) = old_order(k,1:5);

end
end
end

File name: pearson calc mask cont.m
%Elliott Goff
%This script calculates a table of pearson correlations based
on SED
%statistics and PCR data from Andi’s gene experiements.
%

counter = 1;
correlations_mask_cont = zeros(size(PCRdata,2)-1,size(
SED_3d_data_mask_cont,2)-1);

for i = 2:size(PCRdata,2);

x = PCRdata(1:size(PCRdata,1),i);
x = double(x);
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for j = 2:size(SED_3d_data_mask_cont,2);

y = SED_3d_data_mask_cont(1:size(SED_3d_data_mask_cont,1),j);
y = double(y);
z = corr(x,y,’rows’,’complete’);
correlations_mask_cont(i-1,j-1) = z;

end

end

correlations_mask_cont = correlations_mask_cont’;

Scripts associated with the calculation of max and mean gradient SED in local regions and then correlation of those values with gene expression data:

File name: SED mask grad.m
function [ SED_mask_vals_grad ] = SED_mask_grad(
threedee_cont,thickness,idx )
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
%This function creates a mask of the 3d contour to be placed
over the
%original AIM file so that countour specific SED points can
be extracted
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%
%3D coords are taken from the struct "threedee_cont" which
was created in
%the previous script for this method
find_3d_coords_total_contour.m
%
%Thickness input must always be an odd number because normal
vector check
%starts at 1 (plane slice) and checks on both sides (3 will
be slice and
%one slice above and below, 5 will be slice and 2 slices
above and below,
%etc).

SED_mask_vals_grad = zeros(280,280,421);

for i = 1:length(threedee_cont(idx).coords);

coords_3d = threedee_cont(idx).coords(i,3:5);

for op = -(thickness - 1)/2 : (thickness - 1)/2;

I = (threedee_cont(idx).normal).*op + coords_3d;
SED_mask_vals_grad(round(I(1)),round(I(2)),round(I(3))) = 1;

end

end

%close_aim function to fill in voids (function and advice
from Duncan)
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SED_mask_vals_grad = close_aim(SED_mask_vals_grad,3);

end

File name: sphere EG mask normvec grad.m
function [ SED_vals_grad, occupancy ] =
sphere_EG_mask_normvec_grad(gradAIM,mask)
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
%Extracts SED values based on a 3d mask contour created in
the previous
%function for this method SED_mask.m
%

%Create empty matrix for SED values

temp = and((gradAIM>0.0000000000000000000000000000001),mask
==1);
SED_vals_grad =zeros(sum(sum(sum(temp))),1);
idx =1;

%occupancy decribes the percentage difference between the
number of 3d
%voxels included as output and the number of 2d pixels
brought in as input.
%Ultimately this is a measure of error due to interpolation
in the original
%2d contour. This interpolation adds volume to the contour
area which is
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%not necissarly there, however this is taken care of in the 3
d SED
%collection and should not cause concern.
occupancy = sum(sum(sum(temp)))/sum(sum(sum(mask)))*100;
%Using the mask as an input created in the previous script,
the mask is
%overlaid onto the original AIM file and the SED values from
only the
%portion overlaid by the mask are extracted and saved.

for a = 1:size(gradAIM,1);
for b = 1:size(gradAIM,2);
for c = 1:size(gradAIM,3);

if (temp(a,b,c)==1);

SED_vals_grad(idx) = gradAIM(a,b,c);
idx = idx + 1;

end
end
end
end
end

File name: master 3d data mask cont grad.m
%Elliott Goff
%March 17th 2015
%
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%This script combines the two previous functions SED_mask.m
and
%sphere_EG_mask_normvec.m into a loop and collects all SED
values from all
%AIM files of the portion where the 3d contour is overlaid (
via mask) onto
%the AIM file. Thresholding is implemented in the function
files so that no
%non-bone SED values are recorded.

%Struc file created from find_3d_coords_total_contour.m which
holds all
%contours 3d coords and normal vectors to contour plane.
load(’Contours_3Dcoords_and_normvecs.mat’)

for i = 1:length(threedee_cont)

e = threedee_cont(i).name;
f = cellstr(e);
[first, sec] = strtok(f,’_’);
[first, sec] = strtok(sec,’_’);
[animal, waste] = strtok(first,’a’);
[abc, cde] = strtok(waste,’a’);
[first, sec] = strtok(sec,’m’);
[week, sec] = strtok(sec,’.’);

if(str2num(animal{1})<10)

newstr = strcat(’sysload_t0_0’,animal,’_’,week,’
_f_femod_sed_cnd_grad.mat’);
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else

newstr = strcat(’sysload_t0_’,animal,’_’,week,’
_f_femod_sed_cnd_grad.mat’);

end

load(newstr{1});

pcr_name = strcat(’syno_’,animal,’_a_’,abc);

%Define thickness of normal vector here
[mask] = SED_mask_grad(threedee_cont,1,i);

[cont_vals_grad{i}.sed, cont_vals_grad{i}.occupancy] =
sphere_EG_mask_normvec_grad(gradAIM,mask);
cont_vals_grad{i}.sed_name = newstr;
cont_vals_grad{i}.image_name = f;
cont_vals_grad{i}.pcr_name = pcr_name;

end

File name: stats mask cont grad.m
%Elliott Goff
%March 23th 2015
%
%Statistical tests for 3d SED gradient data which was
collected from
%master_3d_data_mask_cont_grad.m
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counter = 1;
for i = 1:length(cont_vals_grad);

name_sed = cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed_name;
name_image = cont_vals_grad{1,i}.image_name;
name_pcr = cont_vals_grad{1,i}.pcr_name;

statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.sed_name = name_sed;
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.image_name = name_image;
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.pcr_name = name_pcr;

ave = mean(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.mean = ave;

st = std(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.stdev = st;

%mode calculation based on bin for continuous variable
edges = 0:((statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.stdev)/2):((
statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.stdev)/2)*50;
hist(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed,edges);
[a,b]=hist(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed,edges);
[c,d]=max(a);
mo = b(d);
mo = (b(d)+b(d+1))/2;
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.mode = mo;

ma = max(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed);
statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.max = ma;

med = median(cont_vals_grad{1,i}.sed);
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statistics_mask_cont_grad{counter}.median = med;

counter = counter + 1;
end

File name: SEDstats2PCRdata order mask cont grad.m
%Elliott Goff
%This script takes the basic statistic variables which were
%calculated in the previous stats_mask_cont_grad.m function
and combines them in the
%correct order with Andi’s PCR data so that the
pearson_calc_mask_cont_grad.m
%function calculates the correct pearson correlations between
PCR data and
%SED gradient data.

idx_m0 = 2:6;
idx_m1 = 7:11;
idx_m2 = 12:16;

for i = 1:length(statistics_mask_cont_grad);
me(i) = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.mean;
st(i) = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.stdev;
mo(i) = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.mode;
ma(i) = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.max;
md(i) = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.median;
name = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.pcr_name;
namesave(i) = cellstr(name);
name_tp = statistics_mask_cont_grad{1,i}.sed_name;
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name_tp_save(i) = cellstr(name_tp);
end

metrans = me’;
sttrans = st’;
motrans = mo’;
matrans = ma’;
mdtrans = md’;
nametrans = namesave’;
nametrans_tp = name_tp_save’;

old_order = dataset(metrans,sttrans,motrans,matrans,mdtrans,
nametrans,nametrans_tp);

for j = 1:length(PCRdata);

name = PCRdata(j,1);
SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad(j,1) = name;
pcr_name =cellstr(name);

for k = 1:length(old_order);

e = old_order(k,6);
pcr_name_match = cellstr(e);

h = old_order(k,7);
tp_name = cellstr(h);
[first, sec] = strtok(tp_name,’_’);
[waste useful] = strtok(sec,’_’);
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[waste nada] = strtok(useful,’_’);
[tp nothing] = strtok(nada,’_’);

tf = strcmp(pcr_name,pcr_name_match);

if tf == 1;

if(strcmp(tp,’m0’));
idx = idx_m0;
elseif strcmp(tp,’m1’);
idx = idx_m1;
elseif strcmp(tp,’m2’);
idx = idx_m2;
end
SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad(j,idx) = old_order(k,1:5);

end
end
end

File name: pearson calc mask cont grad.m
%Elliott Goff
%This script calculates a table of pearson correlations based
on SED
%gradient statistics and PCR data from Andi’s gene
experiements.
%

counter = 1;
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correlations_mask_cont_grad = zeros(size(PCRdata,2)-1,size(
SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad,2)-1);

for i = 2:size(PCRdata,2);

x = PCRdata(1:size(PCRdata,1),i);
x = double(x);

for j = 2:size(SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad,2);

y = SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad(1:size(
SED_3d_data_mask_cont_grad,1),j);
y = double(y);
z = corr(x,y,’rows’,’complete’);
correlations_mask_cont_grad(i-1,j-1) = z;

end

end

correlations_mask_cont_grad = correlations_mask_cont_grad’;

File name: pearson mask cont grad.m
function [ correlations_mask_cont_grad ] =
pearson_mask_cont_grad( thickness )
%Automation of Pearson correlations between SED gradient
contour data and PCR data
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%

Takes SED data from 3d contour method

%

(Contours_3Dnormvec_SED_vals_thickness.mat) and calculates
pearson

%

correlations with PCR data from PCRdata.mat

load(’PCRdata.mat’);

thick = num2str(thickness);

file = strcat(’Contours_3Dnormvec_SED_grad_vals_thickness_’,
thick,’.mat’);
load(file);

stats_mask_cont_grad;
SEDstats2PCRdata_order_mask_cont_grad;
pearson_calc_mask_cont_grad;

end
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